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About This Content

The Depths of Hell

The Arch Devil Satan him self has come down on earth to enslave humanity. Fight your way through the graveyards, cathedral,
siege train and prison all the way to the Seventh Layer of Hell to fight him.

Features

- Fallen Paladin Class
- New bosses
- New relics

- New enemies
- 5 New Zones

- New Act End Boss

Collector's Extras

- Damien's Head ranged minion skin
- Fallen Paladin Skin
- Silver name color
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Better than the first 2 Reigns games.
Just played an hour and enjoyed it a lot

I'm wondering if the soundtrack will come in DLC or not. Tosin Abasi likes this~. Simple yet addictive fun in the oldskool
arcade style. This game definitely gives a lot of BANG for your buck as you'll be flinging grenades into all directions, dodging
one explosion after another as you shoot your way through each randomly generated space ship.. In a saturated market where
video games are released daily you’ll see a fair share of experimental games that try to be something different and unique but
fail in one way or another, but this game is the exception. One of the best aspects is that it remembers about being a game first,
while being complimented by everything else. The idea is unique and something I’ve personally have not seen before, and is not
pretentious about it.

The visuals are an excellent style choice and leave plenty for imagination, which makes for a unique and terrifying experience.
You don’t know what is going on around you or where you are, sometimes you don’t know what is going to happen next, but
that’s part of what makes this game great and tense. It’s pretty to see all those visuals slowly change in front of you by your
actions, although you won’t always be able to appreciate them for too long because you’ll be in danger constantly. But they can
make for pretty screenshots and wallpapers if you experiment enough.

There is no music, only small ambient sounds and the sounds made by your character and other entities. However it doesn't need
any music to begin with, for it would detract from the focus, but I assure you the sound design will end up stuck in your head
and you'll be remembering the sounds for quite a while. Some sounds were a little too hauting for me I must admit.

Overall is not a complicated game, in fact is not a hard game either, it can be a little frustrating at times, however I appreciate its
focus on simplicity, especially because simplicity well done is a rarity. The mechanics are not hard to understand and it’s very
well designed from start to finish. And really, there is not much to say; it is what it is and does a fine job, but I enjoy it for what
it is and for delivering an unerving experience. It might be short, but for the small price is absolutely worth it and one of the
most unique games I've seen in a while. Is even better experienced on a dark room with headphones!. A fun little game.. Meh,
it's decent for what it is... has many a flaws but what do you expect for a cell phone quality game?

That being said, there are no microtransactions in this game, every upgrade is earned through game play... It's very grindy like a
cell phone game though. You need coins to buy upgrades and if you're lucky you'll get about 50 - 100 coins per stage after stage
10 with most upgrades costing hundreds of coins.

Things you should know before buying this:

- Controls are very clunky and it has an auto targetting system that can actually screw you up and put you in danger.

- Character \/ object hit detection is horrible, I've been snagged on some debris and it seems the bottom of the screen is really
bad for your character getting stuck on invisible walls.

- Upgrade your attack power as soon as possible, this game is meant for you to NOT get hit during stages as you have to keep a
score multiplyer running to get 3 star rankings on each stage.

- Fistnado (the first special you unlock) is the most OP attack in the game, it makes you invulnerable to all damage, attacks foes
with a D.O.T. the longer you stand on top of them, and once fully upgraded it lasts 8 seconds... With enough luck you can use it
on every screen and clear a stage without incident.

Pros:

+ Cool retro references, not just limited to beat 'em up games.
+ Addicting and casual game play.
+ Upgrade system is fun.
+ Star rating system makes you want to perfect levels.
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Cons:

- Need to replay levels without getting hit and keeping a high multiplier, can get frustrating at times.
- Not enough variety in battle mechanics. Punch, Uppercut, Roll and Throw... that's it.
- Clunky game design, lots of hit detection bugs.
- Too simple, challenge and mechanics wise, not enough depth to the upgrades \/ game play.
- Redundent roulette system implemented as a money sink.
- Gets boring quickly, almost seems like too long of a game for such a simple design.

It's a quick cash grab for the developer who's objective was to target a niche, dead genre and target those individuals craving this
style of game. It's not a bad game, it's just not very innovative or worth your money \/ time. There's far better beat 'em up games
on horizon, it just seems like the timing of this was perfect. It came out right before the release of some really killer beat 'em up
games such as RCRU and Mother Russia Bleeds. It worked on me, I'm here to warn you not to fall in to the trap.

If you must play it, wait for it to go on sale for a dollar or buy it in a humble bundle pack. Again, not a bad game, just really
mediocre over all.. Short:
Unplayable game.
Great concept.
Runs once, then the next time you go into the game you're stuck in the cage you were last starting in. At only Level 4:

300FPS - Claims - yet my ape in the cage won't move at all.

Asking for a refund.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVa4D807XhY
Long:"
WARNING: D
Game is broken. I load into level 4 false alarm, my ape doesn't move. claims to be 300fps;
It's crashed,but still playing sounds. Feet on the floor.
Restarting level doesn't help
Menu is fully interfaceable.

WARNING:
It's such a good game, but refused to work on Windows 10 - GTX1070 16GB RAM _ Worked once. Played 20 minutes. Then it
loaded into the game. Not a continue option. Just play: and the Ape in the cage does his first Frames - and then , it no longer
runs

DEFINITELY:"Looked for fixes.
Looked in the install directory for VCREDIST, etc. in case i was missing something.

I had to refund. It was sad at the same time because it was epic.
Tried restarting. Tried closing steam,
 force closing game,
 closing normally.
Menu still worked.

 But Ape in the cage would not move at all.

Searched Community forum for the fix on this issue,. and none. But other people are having the same issue on windows 10

WIndows 10- legitimate- Up to date to the max. ->
 Avoid this.. Probably among some of the best choice of games on the market. An engaging thrill ride that kept me playing the
whole five hours until I reached the conclusion. I'm left with more questions than answers, something that begs for a sequel,
however I am unsure if one will ever be made. Do take that into consideration if it bothers you.. Best track of the word!
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My grandmother suffered terribly with dementia not long before she died. She forgot who I was and went back to her childhood
:'( I personally found it very hard to get into at first, but the story, though it is sad, it is touching. You don't get many games
tackling difficult subjects like this. Keep 'em coming xx. Poor compatibility with new systems Windows 7/8.1/10.. The first
jump scare got me but the voice acting is so god awful, I don't know how it was before but apparently it was better but now its
just awful. It doesn't even match up with the subtitles.. I made a video review, showing off some gameplay and letting you know
the basics here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OmbFbg6vR4U
Please check it out!. Exellent tool for 2D Animations :). Mic setup expects players to be practically shouting, but after setup it
picks up normal volime speech quite well. The tactical matchups are not very complex, but recruiting and building up a brigade
combat team sized unit that's balanced well to face multiple threats and mission profiles as well as highly synergistic with its
fellow units is a very rewarding experience - also, because of the speech control system the game has a much quicker learning
curve than most RTS games which demand players memorize or create macros to navigate a series of menus before commiting
complex actions.. Absolute trash. Do not waste your two dollars on this mess. The parking clocks make absolutely no sense, I
can't figure out how to use my guide book, and it's clearly a poorly made RPG maker game. Some of the violations don't make
any sense. For example, in level two there is a car parked in front of the church that looks pretty legally parked, however if you
choose not to ticket it then it tells you that the car was blocking a driveway despite the fact that there is nothing making it clear
that the area is a driveway. Another car on level two is a busted up husk of a car on the curb next to the church and I figured that
it's probably been there for more than a week and it's parked in an unauthorized area so I called up the tow company to get it
towed. Turns out that the broken down car frame was only violating the curb parking law. At this point, I requested a refund.

There is definitely a good idea here, but the execution is absolutely terrible. Try again.. Well it could do with more work as i try
to do a route it wa bugging and lagging so cmon now it's about time it gets fixed
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